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4. the wizard will then start scanning your computer for compatible drivers. you may be prompted with a few questions depending on the driver you are installing. the wizard will then display a list of all compatible drivers found on your
system. 8. to verify that the driver is working, connect the device to your pc again. it should now be listed in the device manager and the drivers icon will be blue. a yellow light-bulb icon signifies that the driver is not installed. windows

xp comes with a generic mtp/ptp driver. windows vista comes with a generic mtp driver as well. windows 7 and later versions come with the unified windows media transfer protocol driver, which is a bit more robust and can transfer
several file types. you can download the driver from microsofts site. your playstation 3, playstation portable, and playstation vita can also use the mtp protocol for file transfers, but they can only do so with the help of the playstation 3

controller. you can download the required driver for your ps3 from the playstation store. another option is to use a third-party wireless usb receiver, which would allow you to use a wireless controller on your psp. the playstation 3,
playstation portable, and playstation vita can also use the mtp protocol for file transfers, but they can only do so with the help of the playstation 3 controller. you can download the required driver for your ps3 from the playstation store.

another option is to use a third-party wireless usb receiver, which would allow you to use a wireless controller on your psp. the hardware is capable of direct x 11.2. to support dx11.2, sapphire does require a directx 11.2 driver. we
recommend using the latest directx 11.2 drivers, where possible. click the directx option in the menu above, and download the latest driver for windows from the microsoft website.
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